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If you wish to nominate a center, teacher or classroom to be recognized
in a future edition of the Bubbles’ Bugle, please send an email to BubblesBugle@TLECorp.com, 

and indicate which award you would like to be considered for and why.

Since opening their doors in February of this year, the team at The Learning 

Experience® in Georgetown has truly inundated themselves in their local 

community and TLE® culture! Proud owners, Dave and Lilia King, are 

dedicated to delivering an exceptional experience to each and every family 

member that steps through the doors of their center, while continuously 

looking for new and innovative ways to give back to their community. 

We would like to applaud this center for their undeniable passion and 

dedication and wish them nothing but continued success. Congratulations to 

TLE® Georgetown for being our Center of the Season!

Ms. Rina Lizardo’s pride, passion, and dedication for teaching is truly 

exemplary. Whether she is going out of her way to create unique 

activities to help further each child’s development; organizing a 

school event that typically results in 100% parent participation; or 

creating special birthday crowns for her co-workers; she strives to 

give 110% in everything she does. She continues to be a shining 

example of a teacher who goes the extra mile as she single-handedly 

obtained over half of the donations for her center’s Make-A-Wish 

Foundation® charity golf tournament this year. We applaud 

Ms. Rina on her continuous use of her time, talents, and 

treasures to help everyone around her and congratulate her 

on being Teacher of the Season! 

The Preschool 1A Classroom of Apex, NC is an inspiring oasis of fun 

and learning thanks to the leadership and creativity of Mrs. Joanne 

and Ms. Taylor. Complete with colorful bulletin board displays, 

vibrant wall art, and a beautiful handmade tree for children to read 

under, their bold and bright classroom is the perfect environment 

for their passionate preschoolers.  From engaging crafts and writing 

lessons to teaching children Spanish, each day is an exciting 

educational adventure for their children. We are so proud of Apex’s 

Preschool 1A Classroom for being our Classroom of the Season! 

Center
of the

Season
Georgetown, TX 

Rina Lizardo (Charlotte 2, NC)

Teacher
of the

Season

Classroom
of the

Season

Preschool 1A, Apex, NC
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When we think about the future that is in store for our children 
and ourselves, we cannot help but to think about the impor-
tance of innovation. We want our children to be innovators, pre-
pared for success. How can we, as parents and teachers, prepare 
the right foundation for our children so that they can have a 
prosperous future? 

Innovation is tightly coupled with STEM subjects, so it is essential 
that our children have a strong STEM foundation. STEM is an 
acronym that stands for Science, Technology, Engineering, and 
Mathematics. Since STEM (and STEAM, with the A representing 
art) has been shown to have positive impacts across the entire 
spectrum of learning, it is important for teachers and parents to 
understand how we can bring those subjects into our children’s 
lives in a meaningful way. 

In early childhood, STEM is found in activities that children en-
gage in every day. In fact, children are natural born scientists! 
Science activities include exploring water and sand, comparing 
and contrasting natural materials, rolling balls and cards down 
ramps, and observing insects through a magnifying glass. Tech-
nology activities can include computers, but they also include 
working with tools such as scissors and with gears, wheels, and 
pulleys. Engineering happens when children plan and design 
structures with blocks and other building materials. Math activi-
ties include counting and matching shapes and making patterns. 

At The Learning Experience®, teachers intentionally plan STEM 
experiences that allow children to take the lead in exploring, 
forming theories, asking questions, and more. Play segues 
smoothly into learning through these activities, and STEM oc-
curs every day in many areas of the classroom. Preschoolers have 
science activities built into their daily schedules, and engage in 
hypothesizing, experimenting, observing, and refl ecting upon 
the results each week. 

Suddenly Science®, one of our enrichment programs, teaches 
children the scientifi c method through experiments and activi-
ties tailored for each child’s level of comprehension. The well-
planned environment offered in our centers provides children 
with an array of learning experiences.

Celebrating S.T.E.M. 
in Early Childhood

By: The TLE® Curriculum Team
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All students ages 2 ½ and older also participate in daily activities on the L.E.A.P. Interactive™ 
board, our proprietary interactive whiteboard where students enjoy engaging lessons while 
building their technology skills. The Learning Experience also offers BubblesU, a proprietary app 
which extends children’s learning beyond the classroom. Children ages 18 months and up, to-
gether with their parents, can enjoy enriching academic games, e-books, and videos on Bubble-
sU, which was developed in conjunction with our robust curriculum. 

In addition, this year our centers participated in National STEM/STEAM Day on November 8. It 
was a day meant to inspire kids to explore and pursue their interests in Science, Technology, Engi-
neering, and Math. During this event, the centers hosted a virtual STEM fair, highlighting various 
STEM-related activities that take place at the centers each day. 

Children have natural tendencies to explore, create, and innovate. We can help children contin-
ue to develop those tendencies by providing them with rich opportunities for exploration and 
discovery. Innovation is the key to their future, and to ours, and a strong foundation in STEM will 
help ensure that the future will indeed be bright.

Encourage their natural curiosity. Provide them with a multitude of opportunities to 

explore, discover and create, both indoors and outdoors. 

Ask open-ended questions. Notice what they are doing during play, and ask ques-

tions such as, “Tell me what you are working on now,” or “What do you notice 

about how it’s moving?” This will promote their observational and thinking skills, 

and cause them to refl ect, form theories, and ask questions. 

Allow children to create art at home, using materials of their choosing. Then ex-

plore your child’s process. When discussing art that he or she made at home or at 

school, encourage conversations about it by saying, “Tell me what you made,” or by 

asking, “Was it fun to make this?” 

Recognize that STEM learning can happen anytime, anywhere. Children’s play and 

exploration naturally leads to them being exposed to STEM concepts. But so can 

a trip to the grocery store! Have children compare two different fruits, and ask 

questions that encourage observation and description. Opportunities abound for 

children to count, identify shapes, and observe how things like grocery carts move. 

 

There are also many steps that parents can take to foster 

STEM/STEAM learning in their children. Here are a few tips:
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Winter Reading Made

EasyEasy
As this time of year tends to bring parents and children closer 

together, one way to take full advantage and spend quality 

time together is to incorporate winter reading to engage with 

your child and foster the potential to learn. 

It’s no secret that reading aloud to your child is one of the 

single most important activities for building the knowledge 

required for reading success. Therefore, by skillfully integrat-

ing reading at home, parents and children can look forward 

to reaping several positive advantages: 

1. Build a stronger parent-child relationship – Reading is not 

only fundamental to learning, but by spending quality time 

with your child while doing so, it can also be the foundation 

upon which to build a healthy relationship. Create a set read-

ing routine, and you’ll also cultivate a unique bond and un-

forgettable memories.

2. Develop speech and communication skills – Early childhood 

years represent the most critical time for children to learn 

language and pertinent communication skills. While reading 

to your child, they are able to recognize and understand more 

words quickly and comprehend various scenes and scenarios.

3. Support academic success – Studies have shown that children 

who are accustomed to being read to will have a much higher 

rate of success in school. Reading to your child at an early age 

will give them a head start in their capacity of grasping informa-

tion when learning in school. 

Alongside these benefi ts, reading to your child during the win-

ter season will grant you the opportunity to entertain your child 

outside of school in a way that will stimulate their minds and 

intellectual growth.

 

Check out the list below for some great winter reads.

• Owl Moon by Jane Yolen

• The Mitten by Jan Brett

• Waiting for Winter by Sebastian Meschenmoser

• Winter Candle by Jeron Frame

By: Deidre Krause
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Touch: 
What are some things you typically use to decorate your house or 
offi ce for the holiday season? Can you ask your child to help you 
decorate and ask questions as you do? Is that soft or rough? Is it 
heavy or light? For years to come they will remember the big and 
little things that you put out to usher in the holidays. 

Sight: 
Do you have a favorite movie or book that you wait for all year? 
How can you incorporate that into your traditions? Can you watch 
the movie together? Read the book aloud on the night before? 

Taste: 
When you think of holiday foods what comes to mind? Can you 
bake with your child? Even if they’re very tiny can they use a spoon 
to mix the ingredients? Spend some time waiting by the oven for 
it to cook while enjoying the fi rst batch together. 

Smell: Every season has a smell. Whether it be pine needles, a 
cold winter snow, or hot chocolate what do you think of when 
you think of a holiday smell. What activity can you do with your 
child that will allow them to recognize and enjoy that same fa-
miliar smell? 

Sound: Music and laughter. Two things children love! At a young 
age they won’t be able to recite all the words, but you can do a 
funny dance. As they grow their love for that harmony will too. 

Regardless of the holiday you are celebrating, just remember you 
are a SUPER parent already, just don’t forget to enjoy the greatest 
gift you already have…your children. 

The holidays are upon us! As a new parent I am seeing the 
holiday season through completely different lenses. In a time 
when social media places everything at our fi ngertips and 
makes it easy to share our accomplishments in an instant, the 
holidays seem to be a time of undue stress and pressure for 
me. Before, holidays were a time to gather and enjoy spend-
ing time with friends and family, now they begin before Hal-
loween has commenced and I fi nd myself trying to be Super 
Mommy! As a working mom of a toddler boy, I have danced 
the line between trying to save the day and completely be-
coming a Scrooge. But, recently I had an epiphany, I am mak-
ing it much harder than it really needs to be. 

Instead of worrying that I won’t fi nd enough creative ideas for 
our to-be-named, Elf on a Shelf, or spending countless hours 
combing Pinterest for the most creative craft, I should spend 
time enjoying the holiday season with my son, making mem-
ories we will enjoy, regardless of how many “likes” we gar-
ner on Facebook. So, with my enlightened mindset I started 
thinking of what my son enjoys doing and what holidays have 
meant for my husband and our family. As I thought about the 
memories we have had, a great deal was tied to how we felt 
during the holidays. You hear a certain song and it makes you 
recall a special day. You walk into your grandmother’s kitchen 
and smell gingerbread and you instantly know it is the holi-
day season. Why not incorporate the 5 senses into our holiday 
traditions so that years from now, when my son tastes a butter 
cookie or sees the lights being turned on for the fi rst time, it 
evokes the same emotions it did when he was a little boy. 

It is ingenious, simple, and it will be something to help us 
cherish our holidays for years to come! 

By: Amanda Beers
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Managing 
the Meltdowns
By: Sandy Siegman
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Crying, hitting, kicking, stomping, throwing and breath holding are all examples of a tem-

per tantrum. Instead of looking at it as a negative, try looking at it with the “glass half 

full” attitude. It’s a teachable moment and opportunity to educate.

Temper tantrums usually happen between the ages of 1 to 3 and is a normal part of a child’s 

development.  Your little one is venting frustration and protesting their lack of control.

Keep your own temper in check and take a deep breath so that you 
don’t overreact.

Let your child know in a calm, matter of fact voice that 
tantrums are not okay.

Many times tantrums can be ignored. It is a lot less enjoyable for a little 
one to throw a fit without an audience.

Stick to daily routines and give 5-minute warnings before transitioning 
to the next activity.  During the transition, distract your child and talk 
about something you know will catch their attention.

Communicate with your child and don’t underestimate their ability to 
understand.

Take toys and food with you when you are doing errands.

Think about whether your child may be tired or hungry 
before taking on a “To Do” list.

Give a choice for meals. Allow your child to feel some 
control over meal preparation and involve them in 
the activity.  

Remind your child to use their words instead of 
crying and screaming.

Distract and divert your child’s attention to 
something else, these are the keys for success.

Here’s some tips on how to diffuse a tantrum
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#TLEHalloween
Contest Winners

Share your moments of togetherness with us!

A movement that celebrates harmony, friendship and unity amongst 
our children and those who nurture, teach and protect them.

#ProjectTogetherness
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#TLEHalloween#TLEHalloween
Contest WinnersContest Winners

South Easton, MA Mooresville, NC West Windsor, NJ

Manalapan, NJManahawkin, NJ

Thank you to all who participated!
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Old-Style 
Chicken Noodle Soup

Winter Recipes

Ingredients

1. Put the whole chicken and veggies into the pot and 

pour in the liquid stock to cover the chicken – you can 

add water if needed; cut some of the longer vegetables 

in half if necessary.

2. When the liquid comes to a boil, lower the heat, 

cover the pot and simmer until chicken is done and all 

vegetables are soft.

3. Take the chicken out and debone it when cool.

4. Take your veggies out (with a slotted spoon) and 

blend them up in batches – use some soup broth. Put 

the blended vegetables back into the soup.  This will 

thicken the soup.

5. Enjoy this savory meal for lunch, dinner, or both!

Directions

¨ Whole chicken
¨ 1 package of soup greens (Soup greens typically consist 

of turnips, parsnips, leeks, med. onions, celery, carrots, 
dill  and parsley)

¨ Baby carrots and another small onion – you can get more 
creative here and add mushrooms and other fresh herbs 

¨ 2 boxes of chicken stock (low sodium)
¨ Salt & pepper to taste
¨ A large soup pot or a slow cooker
¨ 1 box of fi ne egg noodles
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Flip the page to continue to the children’s section!

2-Ingredient
Banana Oatmeal Cookies

Banana Snowman Snacks 

 ¨ 2 large ripe bananas
 ¨ 1 cup of oats (quick or regular! if you use regular, 

we’d suggest chopping them fi rst so everything holds 
together better)

 ¨ Optional - Choose a mix-in (a handful of chocolate 
chips, cranberries, cinnamon, raisins)

Ingredients

1. Mix bananas and oats together in a large bowl. 

2. Add in other ingredients that sound yummy!

3. Bake cookies at 350ºF for 15 minutes on a greased 

cookie sheet. 

4. Allow cookies to cool for 2 minutes. 

5. Enjoy!

Directions

 ¨ 3 banana slices for the body
 ¨ 1 pretzel stick for arms (broken in half)
 ¨ 5 small chocolate chips for the eyes and buttons
 ¨ 1 strawberry for the hat (cut in half)
 ¨ 1 baby carrot for the nose (cut into small pieces)

Ingredients

1. Put the ingredients on the plate and have your little 

learner listen and follow your directions to make the 

fi rst snowman.  Afterwards, allow your child to practice 

this activity on their own by repeating the steps. 

Directions

This fun and easy snack recipes helps to reinforce 
the following skills and concepts:  
• Counting
• Half vs. whole
• Sequencing
• Concepts of top, middle and bottom
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What You’ll Need:
• Children’s safety scissors     

(Be sure to ask an adult for help!)
• Tape or glue 

Winter Wonderland Collage
Use your imagination to create your 

very own winter wonderland! 
#

#

Directions: 
1. Cut Flexi Flamingo™, Bubbles®, Tito Toro®, 

and the winter items out on page 14 along the 
dotted lines. 

2. Using tape or glue, attach pieces to the win-
ter scene on page 15 to create your very own 
winter wonderland. 
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Color Flexi C
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Directions:

#
#

#

1. Using children’s safety scissors and the help of an adult, 

cut out each snowfl ake along the dotted lines.

2. Punch a hole at the top of each snowfl ake and attach 

a piece of string to create your own winter ornaments! 

Page  11
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Edison, NJChantilly, VA

Jacksonville -

Southside, FL

Billerica, MA

Farmington Hills, MI

November 8, 2016
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Use Your 
Imagination I
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East Brunswick, NJEast Winsdor, NJ

Lake Nona, FL

Brooklyn, NY

Tinton Falls, NJ
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Littleton, MAMansfield, NJ

West Windsor, NJ

Cary, NC

Rocky Point, NY
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Help Flexi, Tito, Lenny and Lucy get back to school.

Page  6
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Aurora, COCoral Springs, FLFranklin Lakes, NJ

Jacksonville - 
River City, FL

Basking Ridge, NJWarren, NJ
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Waldwick, NJ

Somerset, NJFolsom, CA

Rivervale, NJ

Farmington Hills, MI

Georgetown, TX

October 2016

Page  4
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Cary, NCBuda, TXMontgomery, NJ

Parsippany, NJWarminster, PAManahawkin, NJ
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6 Winter WinterFriends Race Friends Race

13 Finish the pattern Finish the pattern

14
WONDERLAND collage WONDERLAND collage WINTER WINTER

12 Color Color

9

Snowflake cutouts Snowflake cutouts11

DDraw & raw & 
colo colorr

the snowman the snowman

FLEXI FLEXI

Parents, please fl ip to the back for the grown-ups’ section.

Children’s Section
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